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We elaborate on these statements and why they should be important to our research community, then we outline possible
areas of research aimed at exploring their consequences.

ABSTRACT

We highlight the role of programming in the engineering of
interactive systems, in the long term perspective of creating
general theories of interaction to support engineers. We outline a research roadmap aimed at both providing designers
with appropriate programming languages and understanding
the nature of interactive programs.

WE NEED GENERAL THEORIES OF INTERACTION

Engineering has been defined by the Engineers Council for
Professional Development, in the United States, as [1, emphasis ours]:
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The creative application of scientific principles to design
or develop structures, machines, apparatus, or manufacturing processes [...] or to forecast their behaviour under
specific operating conditions [...].
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Let us first note the central role of scientific principles in this
definition: engineers need scientific theories, and progress in
engineering is often triggered by theoretical progress. What
is less intuitive is the combination of roles assigned to engineers: to design (with an emphasis on creativity) or to forecast. We derive two lessons from this:

H.5.2 Information Interfaces and presentation: User Interfaces; D.3.3 Programming Languages: Language Constructs
and Features
INTRODUCTION

For the computing industry and the world in general, this has
been the decade of interactive systems. Long announced by
researchers, natural user interfaces have reached the industrial stage and found their way to our pockets and our bedside
tables. This has changed the computing industry by giving
a more central role to individual programmers and to design
professionals. This also has bolstered the public awareness
about software programming, with the popularization of sentences such as “programming is the new literacy” or “program
or be programmed” [26].

• designing is a major component of engineering
• scientific theories are used both to design and to forecast
Indeed, examples abound of theories that are used to both
design and forecast. Mechanical engineers use the same
concepts of forces and pressures to forecast the behavior of
bedrock and to design a bridge built on it. The same holds for
chemical engineering, for bio-engineering, and even for traditional software engineering. Theories of computation allow
to describe computation systems (even natural ones) and to
predict their behavior. Through programming languages derived from them, they also allow to design computation software and to forecast its behavior. What allows these theories
to support both design and forecast activities is their generality: they encompass all the relevant aspects of the system
being designed and its environment. We contend that this
should be an explicit goal in the field of interactive systems
too.

However, there is a paradox: what makes computers so interesting is their interactivity, and still the programming techniques that are proposed to the eager masses are the old techniques, invented for designing algorithms and not interaction!
This might create some disillusionment with computer science, and we indeed are observing its first signs in engineering students. We contend not only that addressing this paradox is our responsibility, but that creating programming languages for interactivity would bring benefits to engineers.

Engineering interactive systems involves, before designing
and developing a software system, the analysis of the human
and physical environment in which it will operate. This requires the ability to model software, human cognition and
perception, activities and tasks, application domains, and
even physical interaction. Currently, there are specialized
theories for each of these, and we spend considerable efforts
developing empirical methods that help engineers combine

In this article we discuss three statements and their consequences for research on engineering interactive systems:
• engineers need general theories of interaction
• designing interactive systems is programming
• programming languages are user interfaces.
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these theories. But this focus on methods should only last
as long as we feel compelled to teach separate theories in
our engineering courses. The ultimate goal should remain
the elicitation of general theories that encompass all these aspects, as attempted for instance by Palanque et al. when using
Petri nets to model the behavior of both the user and the software [23].

CTT [20] operators and parallel programming languages control structures.
Programming algorithms, programming interaction

Overall, designing interactive systems and programming are
much closer than usually advertised. We suggest that the traditional view of programming is biased. Turing and the generations that came after him have created such a consistent
body of theories and programming languages that the theory of computation is used ubiquitously for analyzing systems, for designing algorithms, and even as a natural science [3]. This success sometimes obscures the existence
(even the prevalence!) of other kinds of programs.

DESIGNING INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS IS PROGRAMMING

Programs are a central concept in theories of computation,
and in the whole field of software engineering. At the opposite, in the field of interactive software engineering they are
often relegated to the status of mere by-products. But programs are nevertheless a major part of interactive systems,
and any general theory of interaction will need to clarify their
status and the role of programming. This section aims at
demonstrating that the activity of designing interactive systems can be considered as programming.

In this context, two courses of actions are possible for researchers. The first option is to design languages that help
user interface designers assimilate concepts from the theory
of computation. The second option, that we suggest is more
promising, would be to acknowledge the difference and design adequate languages and theories to support user interface designers. Then, over the years, reaching the ability to
consider interactive programs, human procedures and tasks as
manifestations of the same theoretical principles could lead
to a more balanced situation, with two kinds of programs and
two bodies of knowledge: algorithms, and interaction.

Generalized programming

In the following, we consider programs as descriptions of the
behavior of an entity when an execution device runs them,
and programming as an act performed by a human to design
the description. It is possible to picture the activity of programming as carried out by professionals trained in computer
science and software engineering, who write algorithms in
C, Java or C#. We contend that this picture is harmful to our
ability to support engineers who design or need to forecast the
behavior of interactive systems. Both the design of systems,
that is the definition of their structure and their behavior, and
the analysis of their environment are closer to programming
than it seems.

In the rest of this paper we focus on the second option: how
can we design programming languages and theories for all actors of user interface design? We also abandon any distinction
between “user interface programming” and “programming in
general”, because in today’s computing industry most programmers are confronted to user interfaces. Therefore, we
choose to tackle the following question: how can we design
theories, notations, languages and tools that support future
programmers, those who will have various backgrounds and
will all build interactive software?

To start with, programming does not only consist in writing.
It also involves reading, understanding, checking, designing,
forecasting the behavior of code. It is an engineering activity,
and cannot be distinguished from the engineering of interactive systems on purely methodological grounds.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES ARE USER INTERFACES

Software programming is an act performed by a user through
a machine. As such, it is like any other computer-supported
activity and requires usable tools, i.e. tools that enable their
users to accomplish a task with a minimum amount of resources and in a delightful way. A review and classification
of the usability requirements expected of interactive development tools has been made in [16].

Then programming has ceased to be a task reserved to computer scientists and software engineers. More and more
graphical designers, web designers and communication professionals learn programming languages for producing parts
of interactive systems [8, 21]. For them, programming is part
of their activity just like drawing sketches. Languages and
environments such as Processing [25] have been created explicitly for designers.

When thinking about supporting software programmers, integrated development environments (IDE), user interface management systems (UIMS) and user interface builders are the
first tools that come to mind. But programming languages
play a more central role because they ultimately condition
how programmers think about programs. To analyze the
role of programming languages, and more generally, of any
notation, we use Norman’s theory of action [22] and study
three aspects of interaction with them: evaluation, conceptual
model and execution.

Programming should also not be restricted to the engineering of algorithms. When designing an interactive system,
a number of entities that must be analyzed or designed can
be modelled as programs. The most obvious is the interactive behavior of visual components: it is now commonplace
that interaction designers program them, using whatever notation is available to them. The same holds for animation,
and even for graphics themselves: sometimes, graphical designers want to produce effects that are best described as programs [8]. Operational procedures, often present in safety
critical systems, are programs. Even user tasks are similar to
programs, as illustrated by the conceptual similitude between

Evaluation

Programming languages allow programmers to express programs through a notation. Whether textual or so-called “visual”, notations employ various graphical “features”: texts,
2

sidered as instrumentation of these tasks, designed to make
programming with a given language more usable. For example, refactoring tools in current IDEs such as Eclipse enable
programmers using functional or object-oriented languages
to efficiently modify the names of functions or object methods. But, prior to IDEs, the evolution of languages can also
be considered as a process to offer better support for these
actions. For example, method inheritance is a way to factor
common code in a single place, thus facilitating the evolution
of behavior in multiple parts of the code (“mass updating”
[13]). Similarly, aspects offer programmers the possibility to
express cross-cutting concerns in a single place.

shapes, alignments, colors, arrows, etc, to encode information. The representation of a program is called “the code”.
An implicit but important aspect of programming languages
is that they must support the production of readable code, for
oneself and for others [24]: “Programs must be written for
people to read, and only incidentally for machines to execute
[2]”. In this regard, the readbility of code is like the readbility
of any visual representation: the first step toward forming a
mental model and acting.
The graphical appearance of the code has been shown to have
an impact on understanding. For example, indentation length
has been experimentally shown to have an impact on the comprehension of code: 2- and 4-space indentation makes readers better at understanding the code than 6-space indentation,
for both novice and expert readers [18]. More surprisingly,
Green et al. found that textual representations outperformed
LabView’s graphical representations for each and every subject [12].

Moreover, some of the properties associated to “good software” can be related to usability concerns. For example, the
goal of modularity is related to action and interaction: it is
supposed to facilitate the maintenance of code since with
well-modularized software a modification of a component
performed by a programmer requires minimal adaptation and
rewriting on other components.

Conceptual model

Interacting with a tool is more than just its look and feel. One
of the essential aspects is the underlying conceptual model,
that is an explanation, usually highly simplified, of how a system works [22]. For example, the conceptual model of a file
system relies on the concepts of File and Directory and the
related operations. It can be represented either as icons, or as
lists of names in a command line user interface. Conceptual
models are considered essential to usability by HCI specialists: a badly designed conceptual model is often at the root of
poor usability.

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Our three statements and their discussion can be translated in
a long term goal: provide interactive systems engineers with
usable languages and notations for designing, developing and
analyzing systems, grounded in theories that they can apply
to forecast their behavior. How can this be turned into practicable research directions? The state of the art in the extended
field of user interface engineering, as well as the history of
traditional computer science, provide many possibilities. We
list a few here:

Programming languages are no exception to this rule: they
can be analyzed as a visual representation that reflects an underlying conceptual model. For example, LISP code with its
parentheses is one possible representation of the underlying
hierarchy of expressions. Another representation of the same
program would be a graphical tree that shows the hierarchy
in 2D.

Eliciting functionality

Programming language designers have spent decades to identify the functions of programming languages that best support
traditional programmers, alone or in groups. Which of these
functions are relevant for interactive systems designers, what
requirements are not covered and how can they be addressed?
Some authors have started to address this question [8, 21, 16]
but this is only a start.

A conceptual model shapes the way their users think about
their problem at hand and the ways to solve it. In the case
of programming languages, it must be usable enough to help
programmers think about, design, write and read programs.
The conceptual model of a programming language is often
derived from a general theory. Consequently, it does not only
support the production of code, but the analysis of programs
and their environment, to the extent of what the theory can describe. For example, the “functional” conceptual model[15]
is well-adapted to the description of computation, while the
“reactive” conceptual model is well-adapted to interactive behaviors. This brings us back to the aforementioned general
theory of interaction: to produce usable programming languages for interactive systems designers, theories that encompass the appropriate concerns must be available.

Conceptual unification

A number of concepts have been proposed to describe the
behavior of interactive systems. The design of programming languages, as much as the design of theories, traditionally requires that the relationships between concepts are defined. This usually involves the definition of primitive concepts from which other concepts are derived. Such unification has been attempted in the past [5, 14] and should be pursued, even if this implies reaching out to disciplines that are
currently alien to our field, including philosophy. The work
presented in [17] is an example in this direction.
Formal definition of concepts

Execution

Little effort is devoted in our domain to establish consensual
definitions of concepts such as task, activity, event, component, interface, animation, etc. Actually, it would be difficult to negotiate any solid consensus without more formal

When programming, execution consists in writing code or
modifying it. This involves actions such as creating entities and referring to existing entities. IDEs are often con3

candidate definitions: it is easy to agree with different interpretations in mind. Progress toward more general theories could include collective work on formal definitions, using standard community tools such as workshops, incremental or controversial publications, and consensus statements.
For instance, the word “specification” has grown a particular
meaning in software engineering, sometimes very different
from its meanings in other engineering fields. Must we adhere to this idiomatic meaning and why? An article written
in French by one of the authors [6] has sparked verbal debate
about this, and it might be useful to have more structured debates, anchored in activity analysis of engineering.

can be checked against the proposed languages, so that they
can be reused more directly. Reciprocally, effort should be
spent on identifying available results and assessing against
the proposed designs. For instance we have carried out an
assessment of software adaptation against reactive programming [17] and it would now be useful to determine how
architecture patterns proposed for plasticity translate in this
framework. As another example, we are working on how the
MDPC pattern [10] fits in an interaction-oriented language.
Interestingly, some of the available results currently are implemented in operating systems [4, 7] and this is reminiscent
of the relationships that existed in the past between new languages and new operating systems.

Designing language concepts

If we consider that interactive systems programming is not
well supported enough by existing programming languages,
we should design new ones: programming languages for professional programmers and for interaction designers, notations for analysis, etc. There already are many research efforts in this direction. However, the goal of producing general
theories that encompass all engineering activities requires
that the concepts used by all languages be compatible, even if
the notations are different. Our own research suggests that the
conceptual models of traditional programming languages are
not sufficient to fully describe interactions and that new, more
comprehensive and unifying models of execution should be
used instead. More research should be conducted to assess
this aspect of the usability of programming languages, in order to identify the relevant properties and to design appropriate evaluation methods.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we have highlighted the role of programming
in the engineering of interactive systems, in the long term perpective of creating general theories of interaction to support
engineers. We have outlined a research roadmap aimed at
both providing designers with appropriate programming languages and understanding the nature of interactive programs.
As researchers on engineering, one of our roles is to provide
engineers with better theoretical tools, including languages
and notations. As researchers on human-computer interaction, we have tools and methods that no other scientific community has for designing new theories, languages and notations. What about eating our own dog food?
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